
 

 

 

Abstract—A 2024 aluminum matrix composite reinforced by 

Mg2B2O5 whiskers was fabricated by squeeze casting method. The 

effects of solution time on the texture and tensile properties are 

investigated. The results show that solution time has obvious effect 

on the texture type and tensile properties of the composite. Fiber 

texture of 2024Al matrix was found in the as-cast composite and its 

evolution during solution process was analyzed. The results indicate 

that recrystallization process of 2024Al matrix is the main reason for 

the evolution of texture and the change of mechanical properties of 

the composite after solution treatment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ETAL matrix composites (MMCs) have attracted widely 

attention as a result of their excellent properties, such as 

high stiffness, high strength, strong wear resistance and 

creep resistance [1, 2]. Magnesium borate (Mg2B2O5, denoted 

as MBO) whisker is a promising reinforcement for MMCs 

because of its high strength, good chemical stability and low 

price. It has been reported that Mg2B2O5 whisker-reinforced Al 

composite (MBOw/Al) exhibits very good mechanical 

properties [3].  

    Generally, residual stress is an intrinsic feature of aluminum 

matrix composite and has important influence on the 

composite properties. Two kinds of stresses can be induced in 

the squeeze casting aluminum matrix composites, one is 

macrostress caused by unidirection press during solidification; 

and the other one is microstress caused by the mismatch of 

thermal expansions between aluminum matrix and ceramic 

reinforcements [4]. It is easy to be understood that the stresses 

can be relaxed during heat treatment. It have been reported 

that the microstress in Al18B4O33 whisker-reinforced aluminum 

composite (ABOw/Al) can be reduced, which results in 

recovery or recrystallization of aluminum matrix during 

solution treatment [5]. Solution treatment has been widely 
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used for aging-strengthening aluminum alloys to enhance 

further the strength of the alloys. 

    In addition, the texture in composite matrix can be induced 

when the matrix alloy is solidified under unidirection press 

during squeeze casting. As is well known, crystallographic 

texture is an important feature of materials and is an important 

factor affecting mechanical properties of materials [6]. Many 

studies have been reported for the hot-forming textures in 

MMCs, such as the hot-rolled and hot extruded SiCw/Al and 

ABOw/Al composites [7-11]. Recently, fiber textures were 

found in the hot-rolled ABOw/Al composite [4], which never 

appeared in the rolled monolithic aluminum alloys. It seems 

that the texture in whisker reinforced composite is different 

from that in traditional monolithic aluminum alloy in some 

cases. The texture evolution in MMCs has not been understood 

comprehensively yet. The studies on the solution treatment 

effect on the evolution of the texture formed in squeeze-casted 

aluminum matrix composite is necessary and indispensable.  

In this paper, the texture evolution of MBOw/2024Al 

composite during solution process was investigated by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) with the help of MAUD software[13] And 

the mechanical properties of the composite after solution 

treatment were also discussed. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

    2024 aluminum alloy was used as the matrix and MBO 

whisker with a diameter of 2–5 µm and length of 10–50 µm 

was used as the reinforcement. The MBO whisker reinforced 

2024Al composite (MBOw/2024Al) with 25% whisker volume 

fraction was fabricated by cast squeezing method, during 

which process the temperature of die and whisker preform was 

controlled at 550 ℃. To improve the strength of the preform, a 

small amount of ZrO2 was used as binding material between 

whiskers by a Sol-Gel method during the fabrication of the 

preform [12]. The mass ratio of ZrO2 versus MBO whisker 

was 1:7.5. X-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation 

tested by a Philips X’Pert diffractometer was used for phase 

characterization and texture analysis. The texture of matrix 

was calculated by texture analysis software named 

MAUD[13]. 

The ingot of the as-cast MBOw/2024Al composite is shown 

in Fig 1 (a). The tensile specimen shape and position in the as-

cast MBOw/2024Al composite ingot are also shown in Fig. 1 

(a). The dimension of tensile specimens is shown in Fig. 1 (b). 

Solid solution treatment was carried out at 498 ℃ for 0.5-2 h. 
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The tensile tests were carried out on an Instron 5590 test 

machine at room temperature and at a tensile rate of 

0.5mm/min. 
 

 
Fig. 1 photo of as-cast composite (a) and Schematic diagram of tensile 

specimen in mm (b) 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

III.1. Microstructures of the composite 

The typical optical micrograph of as-cast MBOw/2024Al 

composite is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the MBO 

whiskers are distributed homogeneously and randomly in the 

aluminum matrix of as-cast composite, and no crack can be 

found in the composite, indicating a good quality of the as-cast 

composite. The diameter of the whisker is in the range of 5-15 

μm and the length of them is 25-75 μm. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Optical micrograph of MBOw/2024Al composite 

 

III.2 Texture analysis of matrix 

    The XRD spectra of the MBOw/2024Al composite after 

solution treatment at 498℃ for 0.5-2 h are shown in Fig. 3. It 

is interesting to find that the relative intensities of the peaks in 

Fig. 3 corresponding to Al matrix are quite different from 

those of Al powder (JCPDF No.04-0787), which suggests that 

some type textures may exists in the matrix of MBOw/Al 

composite. The textures in the matrix of as-cast composite (see 

Fig. 3 a) may be caused by the unidirection press in the 

squeeze casing process. In addition, the relative intensities of 

the matrix in MBOw/2024Al composite is changed when the 

solution time increasing.  

In order to further analyze the evolution of texture during 

solution treatment, the date corresponding to the XRD spectra 

in Fig. 3 were analyzed by MAUD software to figure out pole 

and inverse pole figures [13]. The pole figures of 

MBOw/2024Al composite solution treated at 498℃ for 

different hours are shown in Fig. 4. The obvious fiber texture 

in Fig. 4 can be clearly found, that is to say, some crystalline 

planes are preferentially parallel to the press direction of 

squeeze casting (squeeze casting direction). It can also be 

found that the major texture in the as-cast and composites with 

short time solution treatment are <311> texture (see Fig. 4 a-

c), which indicates that the <311> plane of Al matrix are 

preferentially to parallel to the plane perpendicular to the 

squeeze casting direction . 
 

 
Fig. 3 XRD spectra of MBOw/2024Al composite solution treated 

at 498℃: (a) 0.5 h; (b) 1.0 h; (c) 1.5 h and (d) 2.0 h 
 

With the increase of solution treatment time from 0.5 h to 1 

h, the <311> fiber component becomes obvious as shown in 

Fig. 4 (b) and (c). Further increase the solution time to 1.5 h, a 

stronger <100> fiber texture is visible in Fig. 4 (d). However, 

for specimen with the solution time of 2 h, the <100> fiber 

texture becomes diverse as shown in Fig. 4 (e). In short, the 

texture of Al matrix changes from <311> fiber texture to sharp 

<100> fiber texture and then becomes diverse <100> fiber 

texture when incresing the solution treatment time. 

 Orientation distribution of Al grains in the composite is 

expressed by inverse pole figures corresponding to the 

specimen solution treated for different hours as shown in Fig. 

5. It can be found that both <311> and <111> fiber textures 

exist in the as-cast composite and the <311> fiber texture is 

the major one as shown in Fig. 5(a). For specimen with the 

solid solution treatment time of 0.5h, the texture component 

focuses to <311> fiber texture. Further increase the treatment 

time to 1 h, the <311> texture has a scattered trend. For 

specimen solution treated for 1.5 h, the fiber texture of <100> 

develops rather completely, and only the orientation <100> 

can be seen in the inverse pole figure as shown in Fig. 5 (d). 

Then the <100> texture extended for specimen with a 

solution time of 2 h. The inverse pole figures show good 

agreement with the texture pole figures. 

    The variation of texture intensity with the solution treatment 

is summarized in Fig. 5 (f), where the texture intensity is 

defined as the D-value of the maximum and minimum values 

orientation degree in the bar graph given in the inverse pole 

figures (as shown in Fig. 5 a-e). It is clear that the texture 

intensity of matrix in the composite enhanced slightly in the 

composites with the solution of 0.5 and 1 h compared with that 

in the as-cast composite. The texture intensity reaches its 

maximum when the solution treatment time is 1.5 h, and then 
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decreases to the level which is similar to those for the 

composites treated for 0.5 and 1 h. The variation of the texture 

intensity clearly shows that the fiber texture evolves with the 

solid solution treatment time, accompanied with the variation 

of texture component from <311> fiber texture to <100> fiber 

texture. The peak texture intensity relates to the fiber texture 

<100>. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Pole figures of MBOw/2024Alcomposites after solution treatment at 498℃ for different times, (a) as-cast, (b) 0.5h, (c)1.0h, (d) 1.5h, 

(e) 2.0h, and the press direction of squeeze casting is located in the centers of the pole figures 

 

 
Fig. 5 Inverse pole figures of MBOw/2024Al composite solution treated at 498℃ for different hours: (a) 0 h, (b) 0.5 h, (c) 1.0 h, (d)1.5 h, 

(e)2.0 h and (f) relationship between solution time and texture intensity
 

III.3 Tensile properties. 

Fig. 6 (a) shows the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 

composites with different solution time. The UTS of 

composites rapidly increases at first, from 288 MPa of as-cast 

composite to the maximum of 371 MPa for specimen with 

solution time of 1.5 h. Then the UTS declines to 353 MPafor 

specimen with solution time of 2 h. It is interesting to find that 

similar trend can also be seen for the variation of the yield 

strength of the composites as shown in Fig. 6 (b). The yield 

strength of the composite increases at first and reaches a 

maximum at the solution time of 1.5 h and then decreases a 

little. 

 
Fig.6 Ultimate tensile strength (a) and yield strength (b) of 

MBOw/2024Al composite with different solution time 

III.4 Discussion 

    It is worth noting that the evolution of texture from <311> 

to <100> happens during the process of solution treatment, the 

peak texture intensity relates to the fiber texture <100> at the 
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solution time of 1.5 h. Meanwhile, the UTS and yield strength 

both reach the maximum values at the same solution time of 

1.5 h. In our opinion, recrystallization under residual stress is 

the key to understand the above-mentioned results. 

    Firstly, the texture in as-cast composite is induced by the 

press of squeeze casting. The matrix of composite is solidified 

under the unidirection press, and the crystallization of matrix 

in composite is affected by the press. However, <311> fiber 

texture found in as-cast composite is not the typical texture 

type one for monolithic Al. On one hand, the press is sustained 

from infiltration process of pressing liquid Al into preform to 

the cooling process of the composite ingot. In this case, the 

recrystallization under press may take place. On the other 

hand, the coefficient thermal expansion(CTE) of MBO 

whisker is high anisotropic (18×10
-6

/K and 2×10
-6

/K along 

axial and radial directions, repectively [14]) ,Therefore, a large 

anisotropic thermal mismatch stress field must be produced 

around whiskers, and the stress state in aluminum matrix in the 

composite is very complex stress. The solidification and 

recrystallization under complex stress state of the matrix 

results in that the matrix texture is different from monolthic 

aluminum, so special <311> texture is formed under complex 

stress state during the cooling process. 

    Secondly, the evolution of the texture is the result of 

recrytallization under thermal mismatch stress field around 

whiskers, which tend to be distributed parallel to the surface of 

ingot. As mentioned above, anisotropic thermal mismatch 

stress field must be produced around whiskers during the 

cooling process after solution treatment, which is caused by 

the CTEs different between MBO whisker and Al. This stress 

field can act as the driving force of recrystallization of Al 

matrix. In addition, it was known that the crystal preferential 

growth orientation offace-centered cubic metals (such as 

aluminum, copper, silver, gold, lead) is <100> 

direction[15].As a result, the recrystallization of Al matrix 

around whiskers is along <100> direction under the driving 

force and <100> fiber texture was produced at solution time of 

1.5 h. 

    Finally, it can be seen that the mechanical properties of the 

composite are in good agreement with the texture evolution, 

which can be understood as follows. During solution treatment 

process, the coarse secondary-phase particles in the grain 

boundary containing Cu, Mg et al. start to be dissolved in the 

matrix, at the same time the stress around whiskers can drive 

the recrystallization and refine the crystal grains of the Al 

matrix. These factors can improve the strength of the 

composite. As a result, comparing with the as-cast specimen, 

both the UTS and yield strength of specimens after solid 

solution treatment of 0.5 and 1 h are higher than those of the 

as-cast one. With the increase of solution treatment time, the 

recrystallization and the grain refinement are fully completed, 

the strength reaches a maximum for the specimen with a 

solution treatment time of 1.5 h, accompanied by the evolution 

of <100> fiber texture. As the recrystallization process further 

going, the grain growth becomes the dominant process. The 

strength of the composite decreases with the increase of grain 

size of Al matrix. At the same time, the growing grain may 

encounter each other and produce intense interaction between 

them, which makes the grain orientation disordered. As a 

result, the texture of <100> fiber fades away at the solution 

time of 2 h. The texture can act as an indicator for the 

recrystallization process. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The main texture of the as-cast MBOw/2024Al composite is 

<311> fiber texture.The evolution of texture from <311> to 

<100> happens during the process of solution treatment, 

the peak texture intensity relates to the fiber texture <100> 

at the solution time of 1.5 h. 

2. Recrystallization under thermal mismatch stress around 

whiskers is the main reason for the evolution of texture and 

the change of the mechanical properties of the specimens 

after solution treatment, which is different from that of 

monolithic aluminum alloys. 
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